
 Product Description

Granite block diamond segment The
is mainly used for cutting granite.The segment has good sharpness 

and high efficiency at the process of cutting, meanwhile, it has a long lifespan.

Features：
1. smooth cutting and flat surface even size.
2. stable cutting, narrow cutting gap, and stone waste reduction.
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Specifications：
This following are the block cutting segment for granite and hard stone:

 Product Speciflcation

Product Name Item
Number

Diameter
(inch/mm)

Length
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Height
(mm)

Segment
Number



Block Cutting Segment For Granite DS01036 36”/900 24 6.9/6.1 13 64
DS01040 40”/1000 24 6.9/6.1 13 70
DS01044 44”/1100 24 7.4/6.6 13 74
DS01048 48”/1200 24 7.4/6.6 13 80
DS01052 52”/1300 24 8.4/7.6 13 88
DS01056 56”/1400 24 8.4/7.6 13 92
DS01064 64”/1600 24 9.2/8.4 13 108
DS01072 72”/1800 24 9.9/9.1 13 120
DS01080 80”/2000 24 11/10 15 128
DS010100 100”/2500 24 12.5/11.5 20 140
DS010120 120”/3000 24 12.5/11.5 20 160
DS010140 140”/3500 24 13/12 20 180

Other specifications are available upon request.(stone cutting segmemt wholesales)
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 FAQ

1. If we want to order your product, how do we know your quality? 

Please test in a very small order and then you will know the quality.Now, so Many people in the world use
Chinese products because of their high quality and high quality. competitive price.We are a professional
diamond tool manufacturer.In any case, for more than 8 years, confirm the quality of our products, small
test orders will be testednecessary.

2.Can you provide samples for free? 

We do not provide free samples. Based on years of experience, we believe that people will get them.By



paying for samples, we will cherish and appreciate the more they get. We would have beenBe prepared to
offer our potential customers a special discount for participating in the test.It is very important to provide
feedback to us and we will be very grateful. 

3.Does your company accept customization? 

Of course, we accept it. Includes different colors, gravel, etc. We can also tag your own logo.And the brand
on the board. You want us to produce any new products for you, just send us your products.Drawing or
sample, we produce the same. We will not sell such products to othersOnly customers can get a license.


